Automatic syntactic analysis is simplified by disengaging the grammatical rules, by means of a parsing logic, from the computer routines that apply them. A case in point is the John Cocke logic.
ses of unambiguous or trivially ambiguous expressions.
The rules can be simplified if they are classified and if the system is provided with an additional capability for applying them in a specified order. Although an additional parameter is introduced into the system, the disengagement of grammar from routine is preserved. The additional parameter controls the direction, left-to-right or right-to-left, in which constructions are put together.
The decision as to which direction should be specified is a grammatical decision, and is related to Yngve's hypothesis of asymmetry in language. It does not affect the operation of the parsing logic. *This interaction between a PL and a routine for testing the connectability of two items is described in somewhat greater detail in Hays (2).
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Besides simplifying the problem of revising the grammar by separating it from the problem of application to sentences, the PL, because it leads to an exhaustive application of the rules, permits a rigorous evaluation of the grammar's ability to assign structures to sentences and also reveals many unsuspected yet legitimate ambiguities By way of illustration, consider a string of four occurrences, x I x 2 x 3 x4, a dictionary that assigns a single grammar code to each, and a grammar that assigns a unique construction code to every different combination of adjacent segments. Given such a grammar, as in Table I , the steps in its application to the string by the parsing routines operating with the Cocke PL are represented in Table II .
(The preliminary dictionary lookup assigning the original codes to the occurrences is treated as equivalent to iterating with the parameter for string length set to I). code of first constituent code of second constituent
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The boxed section represents the PL iterations.
With such a grammar, the number of constructions to be stored and processed through each cycle increases in proportion to the cube of the number of words in the sentence.
If the dictionary and grammar assign more than one code to occurrences and constructions, the number may grow multiplicatively, making the storage problem still more acute. For example, if x I were assigned two codes instead of one, additional steps would be required for every string in which x I was an element and iteration on string length 4 would require twice as many cycles and twice as much storage.
Of course, reasonable grammars do not provide for combining every possible pair of adjacent segments into a construction, and in actual practice the growth of the construction list is reduced by failure to find the two codes presented by the PL, when the grammar is consulted.
If Rule i is omitted from the grammar in Table I, then steps S, 9, 14, and 16 will disappear from Table II and both storage requirements and processing time will be cut down.
Increasing the discriminatory power of the grammar through refining the codes so that the first occurrence must belong to class Aa and the second to class Bb in order to form a construction provides this limiting effect in essentially the same way.
Another way o£ limiting the growth o£ the stored constructions is to take advantage of the fact that in actual grammars two or more different pairs of constituents sometimes combine to produce the "same" construction.
Assume that A and F (Table I) combine to form a construction whose syntactic properties are the same, at least within the discriminatory powers of the grammar, as those of the construction formed by E and C. Then Rules 4 and S can assign the same code, }l, to their constructions. In consequence, at both steps 8 and 9 in the parsing (Table   If) , |1 will be stored as the construction code C(M) for the string x I x 2 x3, even though two substructures are recorded for it: i.e. (Xl(X 2 + x3) ) and ((x I + x2)x3).
The string can be marked as having more than one structure, but in subsequent iterations on string length 4, only one concatenation of the string with x 4 need be made and step (all (the (old (men (on the corner))))) (all (the ((old men) (on the corner)))) (all ((the (old men)) (on the corner))) and ((all (the (old men))) (on the corner))
If it is assumed that the same code, say that of a plural NP, has been assigned at each string length, it is true that only one additional step is needed to concatenate As applied to the example, the thirteen rules and five-place codes of Table IV can be reduced to two rules with one-place codes and an additional feature in the rule identification tag.
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The rules can be written as:
Although the construction codes are less finely differentiated, the analysis of the example will still be unique, and the number of abortive intermediate constructions will be reduced. To achieve this effect, the connectability test routine must include a comparison of the rule tag associated with each C(P) and the rule tags of the grammar.
If a rule of type *A is associated with the C(P), that is, if an *A rule assigned the construction code to the string P which is now being tested as a possible first constituent, then no rule of type $A can be used in the current
test.
For all such rules, there will be an automatic "no match" without checking the second constituent codes. 
